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Junk food tax could help fight obesity: 
US study 
Taxing high-fat and sugary junk food is a more effective way to fight obesity than 
making healthy foods like fruit and vegetables more affordable, a study published 
Wednesday shows. 

Researchers at the University of Buffalo in New York, 
led by psychologist Leonard Epstein, gave 42 mothers 
just over 22 dollars to spend at a "supermarket" set up 
in a room at the university and stocked with images of 
everything from bananas to whole wheat bread to cola 
drinks and cookies. 

The women were told to imagine that they had no food 
in the house and that they were going to the 
supermarket to get the week's shopping for their 
family. 

In the simulated supermarket, the women had the choice of 30 healthy and 30 junk food items, 
four healthy beverages -- two types of juice, skim milk and water -- and four sugary drinks, all 
represented in images. 

The women went shopping five times. The first time, the prices of all the food and drink items 
were on par with those in a local supermarket. 

Twice, the prices of healthier foods -- those that deliver more nutrients for fewer calories -- were 
lowered, and on the remaining two shopping trips, the prices of the unhealthy food and drink 
items were raised. 

The researchers found that hiking the price of junk food, as would happen with a so-called "sin 
tax," was more effective at getting the women to buy a week's shopping that was lower in overall 
calories than was cutting the price of the healthy food items. 

In fact, cutting the prices of healthy foods like broccoli, yoghurt, grapes, eggs and fish actually 
increased the overall calorie value of the foods and drinks the women put in their shopping carts.

"It appears that mothers took the money they saved on subsidized fruits and vegetables and 
treated the family to less healthy alternatives, such as chips and soda pop," said the authors of 
the study, published this week in Psychological Science. 

"Subsidizing broccoli and yoghurt... may be unlikely to bring about the massive weight loss the 
nation now requires," they said. 

Around a third of US adults older than 20 and nearly one in five US kids aged six to 19 are obese, 
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

Taxing junk food, on the other hand, seemed to do the trick. The mothers cut back on high-
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calorie, low-nutrient foods and bought more healthy foods that were lower in calories. 

In the experiment, taxing junk foods by 10 percent resulted in the shoppers buying 14.4 percent 
less high-fat and sugary foods and drinks. That meant their week's shopping contained 6.5 
percent fewer calories, the study said. 
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What Your Dog's Name Says About You

Dog owners are famously thought to look like their pooches, but what you decide to call your 
dog in the first place probably reveals more about your personality than you expect. 
According to the experts, the name you choose for your dog reveals your expectations, 
interests and yearnings. 
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Sharon Osbourne insists her family will always come before fame and money as being a 
mother and wife is the most important thing in the world to her. 
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Michelin crowns young French chef's Chinese cuisine

A 32-year-old French chef who serves tea to match her Chinese-themed dishes won a precious star in 
the latest edition of France's prestigious Michelin restaurant guide released on Monday. 
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Sharon Osbourne's criminal fatness

Sharon Osbourne - who lost a huge amount of weight after having a gastric band fitted - believes people 
in Los Angeles think being fat is a criminal offence. 
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Afghan violence kills four NATO soldiers, 10 civilians

Twin car bombs and multiple other attacks killed four NATO soldiers and 10 Afghans Monday, taking 
foreign troop deaths this year well above the level for the first two months of 2009. 

 
Obama plans 'dramatic reductions' in US nuclear weapons
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Karadzic defends 'holy' Serb cause
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Long-term cannabis use increases risk of mental ills: study

Young adults who started using cannabis at an early age and used it for several years are at increased 
risk of being diagnosed with a form of psychosis, of hallucinating or having delusions, a study published 
Monday found.  
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Long-time cannabis use linked to psychosis: study

Obama calls for unity, action on health care reform

Obama to chart new health care reform path next week

S.Africa winter raises World Cup swine flu risk
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